Abstract-We present LUNES, an agent-based Large Unstructured NEtwork Simulator, which allows to simulate complex networks composed of a high number of nodes. LUNES is modular, since it splits the three phases of network topology creation, protocol simulation and performance evaluation. This permits to easily integrate external software tools into the main software architecture. The simulation of the interaction protocols among network nodes is performed via a simulation middleware that supports both the sequential and the parallel/distributed simulation approaches. In the latter case, a specific mechanism for the communication overhead-reduction is used; this guarantees high levels of performance and scalability. To demonstrate the efficiency of LUNES, we test the simulator with gossip protocols executed on top of networks (representing peer-to-peer overlays), generated with different topologies. Results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most interesting recent trends in computer science is concerned with the issue of modeling and understanding complex networks. A main reason is that complex connectivity patterns have been observed in most real biological and technological networks [3] , [9] , [21] . These networks may represent different types of contacts among different entities; for instance, edges in a network can represent sexual contacts, hyper-textual links in Web pages, communication links in peer-to-peer architectures, links among routers in the Internet, ad-hoc connections in wireless sensor networks. All these networks are usually composed of a large amount of nodes and thus, tools that manage the representation of these networks must be able to deal with such large numbers. This does not represent a big issue from a mathematical point of view; complex networks models are in fact built by considering an infinite number of nodes. The problem is more evident when these networks are to be simulated, together with some interaction mechanism among network nodes [17] , [28] .
In this case, the amount of memory necessary to model such networks is often huge such as the communication requirements among the nodes. This means that also the topology of the network influences the ability to simulate them. Take for instance the case of scale-free networks, i.e. those nets whose distribution of the node degrees (number of neighbors of a given node) follows a power law function. In this case, the problem of simulating large networks is particularly striking. In fact, the presence of a non-negligible number of nodes with a high degree in a scale-free network, and in general the heterogeneity of nodes, is a key issue that may imbalance the computation and communication load. This may lead to very unsatisfactory results also when parallel or distributed simulation is employed.
In a previous work, we have presented PaScaS (Parallel and distributed Scale-free Network Simulator), a simulator able to represent and manage large scale-free networks. That simulator was based on a fast method to build scale-free networks and to model information sharing and application protocols above them. PaScaS was built on top of a simulation middleware for the implementation of both sequential (i.e. monolithic) and Parallel And Distributed Simulation (PADS) [9] .
Following the experience of PaScaS, in this work we present an agent-based discrete-event simulator, called LUNES (Large Unstructured NEtwork Simulator). The main goal of LUNES is to offer an efficient and easy-to-use tool for the simulation of complex protocols on top of large graphs of whatever topology (not only scale-free nets). In practice, LUNES is able to import the graph topologies generated by other tools (e.g. igraph) and provides the functionalities that are needed for the performance evaluation of simulated protocols. One of the main goals of the simulator design is to obtain a tool that clearly splits the fundamental phases:
• network topology creation;
• protocol simulation in a specific testbed;
• traces analysis (i.e. performance evaluation). This modular approach permits the easy integration of external software tools. In practice, such integration is based on very simple template files (such as the graphviz dot language [16] ) and provides a good level of extensibility. Under the performance and scalability viewpoint, the most demanding points are the protocol simulation and the traces analysis. The traces analysis has been excluded from the simulation tasks and specific software tools have been implemented for this purpose. All such tools have been designed to work in parallel, exploiting all the computational resources provided by parallel (multi-processor or multi-core) architectures. Under the implementation viewpoint, LUNES is a complete re-engineering and re-implementation since it does not share any software component with PaScaS.
In LUNES, the simulation services are provided by the ARTÌS middleware and the GAIA framework [5] , [27] . In this way, the LUNES user does not need to deal with low-level simulation details and can take advantage of all the features offered by the middleware and the framework. More in detail, the ARTÌS middleware is in charge of providing all the necessary services to build up sequential and parallel/distributed simulations (e.g. synchronization). The role of GAIA is to provide some advanced features such as the dynamic model partitioning and the load-balancing; all this is transparent to the simulator user.
In this paper, we evaluate the tool by simulating unstructured peer-to-peer overlays as complex networks, and by running on top of them data dissemination schemes based on gossip protocols. Results show the effectiveness of the proposed approach. It is worth noting that, LUNES in both binary and source code versions can be downloaded from the project website [27] . As usual, we aim to provide all the tools, configurations and scenarios used to conduct the performance evaluation shown in this paper. The version currently provided is still an early preview; in the next months we plan to include better documentation and, more importantly, to include more user level protocols and network construction methods.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present some background related to complex networks, their modeling and simulation. We also discuss our previous work on the field. Section III describes our novel simulator, LUNES. In Section IV we report on an evaluation we performed to assess the performances of LUNES. Finally, in Section V we provide some final remarks.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Simulation of Complex Networks
The theory of complex networks has been broadly investigated in literature [3] , [9] , [21] . Despite these strong efforts on the characterization and modeling of these nets, there are only few works on specific simulators of complex networks. Our goal is to provide a scalable and easy-to-use simulator that can be used to design new interaction protocols among nodes of a network.
We already mentioned our previous work, specifically designed for the construction of scale free networks [9] . We describe this tool and its main features in Section II-D.
Another paper worth of mention is [19] , which shows how to build a scale-free network to simulate air transportation networks. Focus is given on the scheme to build the network, rather than the need to have an effective simulation tool itself. Instead, [12] proposes a model to simulate scale-free networks; they start from a simulator running on a single-CPU, and compare it with a distributed environment with parallel clustered processors.
Turning the focus on the simulation of interaction protocol on communication networks, an existing software for the simulation of peer-to-peer overlays is Peersim [20] . This tool can be employed to mimic gossip algorithms and other communication protocols only. In this sense, the purposes of the tool are similar to those of LUNES; however, the software architecture is very different, since it is based on a single running process that mimics the behavior of several agents. On the field, other solutions related to agent-based simulation have been presented in [22] , [26] .
B. Parallel and Distributed Simulation
The task of simulating huge, complex networks poses many challenges. The amount of computation and memory that is necessary to model such systems is so high that traditional simulation approached based on the sequential (i.e. monolithic) execution of simulation models are unable to provide the necessary scalability. In many other cases, this issue has been faced by resorting to Parallel and Distributed Simulation (PADS) [14] . Following the PADS approach, the simulation model is partitioned among a set of execution units (i.e. CPUs). Obviously, to obtain meaningful results all the units that are involved in the simulation have to be synchronized such as all the interactions among parts of the simulated model. The main advantage of PADS is that, with respect to monolithic, much more resources can be used for modeling the system to simulate and to complete the simulation as fast as possible. On the other side, this approach is not free from drawbacks: the main one is the communication cost due to interactions among simulation parts that now are allocated on different CPUs or execution nodes (e.g. in a LAN-based execution architecture). Under the performance viewpoint, what often happens is that the cost for maintaining synchronized the parallel/distributed execution architecture and to provide the updates to the whole simulation model is so high that the distributed simulator has poor performance. In other words, it is a problem that is very hard to be parallelized. It happens quite often that, given a specific system to be simulated, the sequential implementation of the simulator results faster than the PADS version.
Many works have addressed the problem of computation load-balancing in parallel simulation environments [11] , [6] , [15] , [24] , [25] but only a few have considered both communication cost and load-balancing requirements in PADS environments. For example, in [23] a dynamic partitioning algorithm is proposed for optimistic distributed simulation.
At present time, the most parallel and distributed simulators employ a static partitioning of the simulation models. That mean that such tools are unable to dynamically adapt to the simulation model behavior and to react to imbalances in the model and in the execution architecture. In other words, it is necessary to predict the behavior of each part of the model and to execute the simulation in a strictly controlled environment.
In the last years, our research group has designed and implemented a new PADS-based software architecture. The Advanced RTI System (ARTÌS) is a middleware that can be used to build sequential simulations but with some specific features aimed to build efficient parallel and distributed simulations. Its design is partially inspired by the High Level Architecture (HLA, IEEE 1516 standard) [18] , but in practice it has been used as a testbed for implementing and evaluating new features that are missing from the standard.
On top of the ARTÌS middleware there is the Generic Adaptive Interaction Architecture (GAIA) [5] framework. It provides to the simulation developer a template and some services to build models following the discrete event simulation approach. The implemented paradigm is agent based: the simulation model is partitioned in a set of Simulated Model Entities (SME) and each of them is in practice an agent that interacts with other agents using timestamped messages. Other than such aspects, the main characteristics of GAIA is the implementation of a migration based environment that is able to cluster (migrate) the highly interacting entities (i.e. agents) in the same execution units, and therefore reduce the communication overhead. Since this aspect is of fundamental importance in LUNES, in the next subsection some further details about the clustering mechanism will be provided.
C. The Clustering Mechanism
The core of the clustering mechanism is the partitioning of the simulated model in a set of parts (e.g. the SMEs). Each SME models the evolution of a portion of the system and interacts with other SMEs following a message passing based approach. Basically, the goal of the mechanism, when applied in a parallel or distributed environment, is to cluster the highly interacting SMEs in the same execution unit, so as to reduce the communication cost. What happens is that the SMEs allocated in the same CPU will be able to communicate with low latency and high bandwidth. Conversely, all the interactions that will involve more than one CPU or different hosts will experience a higher communication overhead. The clustering mechanism is in charge of adaptively reallocating (i.e. migrating) the SMEs over the available execution units. In this way, it is possible to reduce the overall cost of communication with the effect of reducing the amount of time that is needed for completing the simulation runs (i.e. Wall-Clock-Time, WCT).
Given that the behavior of each SME is not predictable a priori, the clustering mechanism is based on the auditing of the communication pattern of each SME during the simulation execution. A set of specific heuristics evaluates if reallocations are necessary and if they will provide a benefit in terms of communication overhead. It is worth noting that, each migration of SMEs has a cost that is due to many factors such as the state variables of the SME and the amount of time that is needed to complete the data transfer. All the migration procedures have to be executed without altering in any way the semantics of the simulation model and with the least possible effort from the simulation modeler.
Up to now, we have considered only the communication overhead and how to manage its reduction; another main aspect worth of consideration is the computation loadbalancing. The idea is that the clustering described above is constrained by the load-balancing requirements of the parallel or distributed execution architecture. In other words, the clustering of SMEs must take care of the load of each execution unit involved in the PADS. In practice, it is not possible to cluster all the interacting SMEs together and no part of the execution architecture can be overloaded.
All the mechanisms described above have to be implemented considering that: i) the number of SMEs could be very large; ii) the clustering heuristics have to be so general to work with a wide range of simulation models and without any knowledge of the model semantic. For these reasons, in our experience very simple solutions have to be preferred to more complex ones. More details about GAIA, its features and implementation can be found in [4] and [8] .
D. PaScaS
PaScaS (Parallel and distributed Scale-free Network Simulator) is a tool specifically designed for the modeling of scale-free networks [9] . The graph generation is obtained using the algorithm proposed by Barabási and Albert in [2] . Based on ARTÌS, PaScaS can be used to implement both sequential and parallel/distributed simulations. The core of PaScaS is a simulation model implemented (in C language) using the APIs provided by GAIA. The model implements the main features of the scale-free network simulator such as the building algorithm, the behavior and the characteristics of each node and the gossiping protocols.
The set up of the simulated scenarios, and the tuning of the runtime parameters of the simulator, is obtained via configuration files and environment variables. A set of scripts is provided to facilitate and automatize the execution of parallel and distributed runs. This approach has been chosen to facilitate the set up of unattended batch executions. The results of the runs are collected in logging files, tuned to the adequate level of detail that has been chosen by the simulation modeler. Other scripts are available to collect and analyze the requested data and results.
Under the performance viewpoint, PaScaS has shown quite interesting results [9] but its usability and extensibility was limited by some design and implementation choices. The release of a new version of the GAIA framework, providing a better and easier environment for the implementation of migration-enabled simulation modes, has fostered a complete redesign and re-implementation of the simulator. This effort has led to the creation of LUNES that will be introduced in the following section. Simulator) is an easy-to-use tool for the simulation of complex protocols on top of large graphs of whatever topology. It is modular and separates into different software components the tasks of: i) network creation, ii) implementation of the protocols and iii) analysis of the results. The use of a modular approach has the advantage of permitting the (re-)use and integration of existing software tools, and facilitates the update and extensibility of the tool. The flow of data processing is linear, i.e. a network is created by the network creation topology module; then a communication protocol is executed on top of such a network by the protocol simulator; its results are analyzed by the trace analysis module. It is worth mentioning that all such tools have been designed and implemented to work in parallel and therefore are able to exploit all the computational resources provided by parallel (multi-processor or multi-core) or distributed (e.g. clusters of PCs) architectures. In other words, while for instance a network (generated by the network creation topology module) is exploited by the protocol simulator, the network creation topology module may be active for the generation of another network. Similarly, while the protocol simulator is running, its outcomes from previous executions can be analyzed by the trace analysis module. Outcomes from a given module are exploited by the other one via simple template files (such as the graphviz dot language [16] ). These modules are described in isolation in the rest of the section.
III. LUNES LUNES (Large Unstructured NEtwork
A. Network Topology Creation
LUNES is able to import the graph topologies generated by other tools. In the current version of LUNES, we employ igraph, an interesting tool for creating and manipulating undirected and directed graphs [1]. It includes algorithms for network analysis methods and graph theory and allows to handle graphs with millions of vertices and edges. The graphs generated by igraph or other tools can be directly used for protocol simulation or much more often are stored in "corpuses". Each corpus can be seen as a testbed environment in which compare the behavior and outcomes of protocols under exactly the same conditions. Using an external tool for the generation of graph topologies does not mean that the analyzed graphs have to be static. During the simulation execution it is always possible to modify the network topology and to deal with dynamic systems.
B. Protocol Simulation
As said above, in LUNES, the simulation services are demanded to ARTÌS and GAIA. This means that, in the implementation of new protocols to be simulated in LUNES, there is no need for dealing with low-level simulation details. The only Application Programming Interface (API) used in LUNES is quite high level and is provided by GAIA. Furthermore, for the implementation of new protocols LUNES already offers a set of primitives and functions that can be used and modified without the need of starting from scratch. For example, in the current version all the most common features of dissemination protocols are already implemented and adding new variants or protocols is straightforward.
C. Trace Analysis
Under the performance and scalability viewpoint, the most demanding points are the protocol simulation and the traces analysis. As to the traces analysis, it has been excluded from the simulation tasks and some specific software tools have been implemented. The simulation of a network with a few hundred nodes for the time necessary for studying some common properties can generate a huge amount of simulation traces that have to be stored, parsed and analyzed (in the order of few gigabytes per run). This means that, very simple metrics used for performance evaluation of the simulated protocol can require a lot of effort. In the current version of LUNES, this task is implemented using a set of shell scripts and some specific tools that have been implemented in C language for efficiency. This mix is both quite efficient and easy to extend and personalize. We have intentionally avoided to build a monolithic application to provide users with an easily customizable tool.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section we investigate the performance of LUNES by running on top of it some gossip-based communication protocols for unstructured peer-to-peer architectures. It is well-known that gossip schemes can easily spread information through networks, and are widely studied in the context of unstructured peer-to-peer networks [9] , [10] , [13] . In essence, according to this communication paradigm, all nodes are able to generate a new message to be disseminated in the network. When the generation procedure is invoked at a given node, a single message is created, with a certain probability. The generation of a message triggers the occurrence of a new event produced at a given node that must be propagated. If the message is created, then it is gossiped through the net, using a GOSSIP() procedure.
We now review the two different gossip schemes, employed to test our simulation architecture; more details on these schemes can be found in [10] , [13] .
A. The Communication Protocols
The first dissemination protocol we employ is referred as Fixed Probability. It is very simple: as soon as a node (say p) needs to propagate a message msg, all p's neighbors are considered and a threshold value v ≤ 1 is maintained, which determines the probability that msg is gossiped to the neighbor [9] , [17] , [28] .
The second gossip scheme is referred as Adaptive Gossip [10] . In essence, once a peer receives a message from a neighbor, it forwards the message to all other neighbors (i.e. a broadcast is performed) based on a dissemination probability. However, as soon as a node p observes that it is receiving messages from another peer q at a rate lower than expected, it activates a countermeasure, asking its neighborhood (actually, the neighbor n from which it usually receives messages originated from q, or a random neighbor if it did not receive any message at all) to increase its dissemination probability of game events coming from q and that will be delivered to p. The request from p to n to increase the dissemination probability can be interpreted as a stimulus that remains active at n for a limited period of time. Then, the dissemination probability returns to the original value (i.e. the stimulus decades in time). This approach is adopted to avoid that in time all dissemination probabilities reach the maximum value and thus the gossip scheme becomes a pure broadcast algorithm.
From a simulation point of view, it is worth noting that the employed simulative scenarios require a high communication among nodes in the simulated network. Hence, they represent important use cases to benchmark LUNES. As to the computation, the Fixed Probability scheme requires a low computation, since the nodes' behavior is quite simple, while the Adaptive Gossip is more computation demanding.
B. Evaluation and Results
The first step in the performance evaluation of LUNES has been the creation of a set of scenarios that will be used as testbed. As illustrated in Table I , 4 different scenarios have been generated. In practice, each scenario is composed of 10 graphs (a corpus) with common characteristics in terms of number of nodes (n) and edges (e). For this performance evaluation, it has been chosen to build all the graphs using the random (Erdos-Renyi game) graph generator provided in the igraph software. Each measure shown in Table I and Figure 2 refers to the evaluation of the whole corpus and not to a single graph. The different communication protocols described previously have been run on each testbed and the amount of simulated time has been set to 1000 timesteps. The TTL (Time-To-Live) that is in Table I refers to the presence in each evaluated communication protocol of a counter that limits the number of hops that a message is permitted to travel before being discarded by a host. This value has a big impact on both the communication protocols and the simulator performance. In fact, it increases the number of messages 0 1e+07 2e+07 3e+07 4e+07 5e+07 6e+07 n=200,e=400 ttl=8 n=300,e=600 ttl=9 n=400,e=800 ttl=9 n=500,e=1000 ttl=9
Delivered messages LUNES, fixed-probability dissemination, number of delivered messages that are sent on the network; this means that the higher the TTL the more difficult is to achieve good performance in a PADS. In the scenarios of Table I , the TTL value has been always chosen as an approximate value of the diameter of the network, given by ⌈ ln n ln λ ⌉, being n the number of nodes in the network and λ the mean degree of network nodes [7] .
In all cases presented in this section, the baseline dissemination probability for both the Fixed Probability and the Adaptive Gossip protocols was set to 0.8. This means that each message received by a node has (at least) a 80% probability to be forwarded to each of the neighbors of such node. Under the simulator viewpoint this means a huge number of messages to be created, delivered and processed. It is worth noting that, as shown in Figure 1 the number of delivered message increases sharply when adding more nodes and edges to the network. Doubling the number of nodes has the effect of generating a number of messages that is more than double, and this effect is further increased when, due to an increment of the network size, a higher TTL is set at nodes. In practice, all this means that an increment of the network size has the effect of augmenting significantly the amount of communication that the PADS will have to cope with, in a way such that communication overwhelms the computation requirements. Larger graphs are harder and harder to simulate in a parallel or distributed simulation environment.
The results shown in the following of this section have been collected using an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X3220 (2.40GHz) with 4 cores, 4 GB of RAM and equipped with Ubuntu 8.04.4 LTS (x86 64 GNU/Linux, version 2.6.24-27-server SMP). Each measurement refers only to the protocol simulation (as described in subsection III-B). In fact, including also the network topology creation and the trace analysis would have been useless, given that both are much easier to parallelize with respect to the protocol simulation. Under the statistical viewpoint, we performed multiple runs for each experiment, and the confidence intervals obtained with a 95% confidence level are lower than 5% the average value of the performance index shown. Table I shows the amount of time that is necessary to complete the simulation of each of the scenarios (in each case a corpus of 10 graphs). Both the communication protocols (Fixed Probability and Adaptive Gossip) have been simulated using a monolithic approach. This is usually referred as LP = 1 and it means that a single Logical Process (LP) is responsible to manage the whole simulation model. In the following of this section, we consider other configurations such as LP = 2, 4. Each LP is allocated on a single CPU-core and, in practice, this means that we will consider a sequential simulation (LP = 1), a parallel one using 2 cores (LP = 2) a finally a configuration configuration with 4 cores (LP = 4) . The results shown in the table confirm that the Fixed Probability is much less demanding in terms of computation with respect to the Adaptive Gossip. In both cases it possible to say that average size graphs can be simulated in a quite short time frame. As stated above, in the following of this performance evaluation it will be investigated if a PADS approach is able to offer valuable results in a scenario that is so challenging. Figure 2 (a) shows the results obtained by LUNES in the simulation of the Fixed Probability protocol in the sequential (LP = 1) and parallel configurations (LP = 2, 4) described above. Furthermore, two configurations referred as "2 GAIA ON" and "4 GAIA ON" are shown; they refer to parallel configurations with the clustering mechanism (GAIA) turned ON. Similar scenarios are reported in Figure 2 (b) , that refers to the evaluation of the Adaptive Gossip protocol. In both Figures, the evaluation metric is the speedup, i.e. how much a parallel/distributed configuration is faster than the corresponding sequential one. In other words, if speedup = 1 then the parallel implementation has the same performance of the sequential one, if speedup > 1 then the parallelization improves the simulation performance and, finally, if speedup < 1 then sequential is better. Figure 2 (a) clearly shows that a parallel configuration with LP = 2 gives poor results. This is true for all the considered scenarios but it is worse when the number of nodes is limited (e.g. 200 nodes, 400 edges, pink line with empty squares). This means that the amount of computation in this scenario is so limited that there is no need for any form of parallelization and therefore that using a PADS approach is useless. Still focusing on LP = 2 it is possible to see that more computational intensive scenarios (e.g. 500 nodes, 1000 edges, red line with ticks) have slightly better results but also in this case the parallel configuration is slower than the sequential one. Much better results are obtained by the computational intensive scenarios with LP = 4. This means that, adding more computational resources balances the cost that is due to the synchronization and communication requirements of the PADS architecture. A final comment is for the "2 GAIA ON" and "4 GAIA ON" configurations: in both cases they are able to obtain much better results with respect to the configuration in which the clustering mechanism is disabled. Also in this case, the best results are achieved for scenarios in which the computational requirements are higher. This is correct given that the clustering mechanism is able to reduce the communication overhead but, in the current version, has no impact on the load sharing among the execution units. As a future work we will design and implement an extension of GAIA that will try to understand (at runtime) if the amount of computation required by the simulation model is more adequate for a sequential simulation or a PADS one.
As expected, the performance of LUNES in the simulation of the adaptive gossip protocol are still better (Figure 2  (b) ). As described before, this protocol has much higher computational requirements with respect to Fixed Probability. In fact, each node has to check the reception rate of messages from other nodes and decides if it is necessary to send stimuli for increasing the dissemination probability of neighbors. All that gives a much higher amount of computation in the simulator and therefore the PADS can give some benefits. In this situation, the configuration with 2 LPs gives results that are near to the sequential configuration. As predicted, LP = 4 has good results also when the simulated scenario has a few simulated nodes (e.g. 200 nodes, 400 edges, pink line with empty squares). Again, the best results are obtained with "4 GAIA ON". Nevertheless, also "2 GAIA ON" gives quite good results; for some configurations the performance of "2 GAIA ON" are near to the one obtained by "4 GAIA ON" also if only 2 CPU-cores are used.
In view of the characteristics of the models being simulated (which imply very high communication and low computation) we think that such results are quite interesting. In this performance evaluation we basically simulated unstructured P2P gossip protocols, which by definition are quite simple. Many real-world P2P protocols are much more demanding in terms of computation. We claim that for these schemes, resorting to a PADS approach would lead to further advantages. The sequential configuration handles well with scenarios with limited size and complexity, but in the next years it is expected that many cores CPUs will be available in every desktop PC. This is surely a good reason for considering more complex and specific PADS approaches.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented LUNES, a novel simulator for complex networks composed of a high number of nodes, and to test interaction protocols among network nodes. An agent-based approach is employed; thus, the simulation is specified by implementing the behavior of each simulated node. LUNES is modular, since it splits the three phases of network topology creation, protocol simulation and performance evaluation. We have employed LUNES to simulate gossip protocols run on peer-to-peer overlays. Results demonstrate the effectiveness of LUNES and some promising results when a parallel/distributed simulation approach is followed. In particular, some advanced features such as the dynamic clustering of the simulation model entities have demonstrated to be able to reduce the communication overhead in the execution architecture, that is one of the main critical issues in PADS.
As a future work we plan to further extend the LUNES implementation, in particular adding more communication protocols in the software distribution and testing the simulator in more complex scenarios. In the next versions of the GAIA framework more complex clustering mechanisms for both the communication overhead reduction and the computation load-balancing will be provided. Given its structure, LUNES will benefit from such new features without requiring any modification. In particular, our next goal is to provide a tool that is able to automatically choose the best configuration (e.g. monolithic vs. parallel/distributed) without any extra effort from the user. In our vision, all such details should be transparent to the simulator user, that is much more interested in the implementation and testing of new communication protocols and P2P systems.
